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Discover 
the 8 wonders 

of Umbrosa

The UX collection by UMBROSA combines exceptional design with timeless elegance and 
consists of 8 exclusive shade objects. Each design has been composed with the utmost 

care and results in a perfect combination of colour, shape and ultimate ease of use.

The contemporary style of this collection embraces every outdoor setting in a very discreet 
manner.  The magnificent 8 are unique and are always presented in their own stylish concept.

The UX collection belongs to the top segment of  the UMBROSA parasols 
and includes 4 families: Versa UX, Infina UX, Paraflex UX and Nano UX. 

ABOUT OUR UNIQUE EXPERIENCE COLLECTION
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Pieter Willemyns & Alien Schoenaers 
Product Designers at Umbrosa

It’s all about 
timeless 
design and 
sustainability

ABOUT THE TEAM

The R&D team of Umbrosa develops new products 
and at the same time constantly seeks to improve 
the current collections. Sustainability is a verb 
for us that keeps us busy on a daily basis. Design 
trends are important, but timeless design is what 
we strive for at Umbrosa.

We are all becoming increasingly aware of 
climate and sustainability.  Umbrosa buys as 
many components as possible locally in order to 
shorten the chain, establish good communication 
and secure reliable quality. The fact that we 
confection and assemble in Belgium adds to our 
eff orts to reduce our ecological footprint and to 
increase our supreme quality level.

We will not support a throwaway society. Therefore, 
our products are thoroughly tested and we carry an 
extensive range of spare parts. We also try to create 
designs that touch people and that establish an 
emotional bond that lasts.

Umbrosa is also part of the growing importance of 
healthier and safer environments with cleaner air. 
This translates into more organic gardens with lots 
of flowers, trees and wild plants along with design 
umbrellas that protect your skin and go hand in hand 
with the outdoor experience. The garden has become an 
extra room to the house, the diff erence between indoor 
and outdoor is fading. Now more than ever we search 
for a feeling of security and cosiness in our gardens.

U
nique Experience C

ollection � The D
esigners
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“

The outdoor trends evolve towards a real outdoor life where spaces must be cosy, 
beautiful and functional at the same time. Furniture is chosen in function of the interior, 
the windows, the garden, the colours ... parasols have to fit in here as well.
In this context, Umbrosa has developed the Versa UX collection. Three unique combinations, 
designed to go hand-in-hand with the contemporary garden and the timeless terrace.

UX COLLECTION

Versa UX

U
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SPECIFICATIONS

Canopy: 3 x 3 m
Base: (B) 912 x (L) 912 x (H) 190 - including wheel set
Canopy: Marble
Frame: Papyrus White RAL 9018

Architecture
Versa UX
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SPECIFICATIONS

Canopy: 3 x 3 m (rounded corners)
Base: (B) 912 x (L) 912 x (H) 190 - including wheel set
Canopy: Black
Frame: Black RAL 9005

Full Black
Versa UX

SPECIFICATIONS

Canopy: 3 x 3 m (rounded corners)
Base: (B) 912 x (L) 912 x (H) 190 - including wheel set
Canopy: Sand
Frame: Beige  Limestone RAL 1013
Cover base: Sipo

U
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Sand
Versa UX
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The Infina UX collection stands out through 
its simplicity and class: a center pole parasol 
without a heavy structure. This playful parasol 
has a canopy with rounded corners. The 
optional table with wooden cover gives an 
extra dimension: an extra spot for your glass 
with the larger lounge sets is always welcome.

UX COLLECTION

Infina UX

SPECIFICATIONS

Canopy: 2,5 x 2,5 m
Base: (B) 730 x (L) 730 x (H) 120 - including wheel set
Canopy: Black
Frame: Black RAL 9005
Optional: Table and cover in wood for table

U
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SPECIFICATIONS

Canopy: 2,5 x 2,5 m
Base: (B) 730 x (L) 730 x (H) 120 - including wheel set
Canopy: Sand
Frame: Limestone Beige RAL 1013
Optional: Table and cover in wood for table

Sand
Infina UX

Full Black
Infina UX
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The Nano UX collection consists of two 
compact design fan parasols for smaller 
terraces. The canopy cannot be adjusted in 
height, but can be tilted sideways to create 
optimal shading. The parasol is available in 
two versions: Full Black and Architecture.

UX COLLECTION

Nano UX

SPECIFICATIONS

Canopy: 2,5 x 2,5 m
Base: (B)  850 x (L) 850 x (H) 140 - including wheel set
Canopy: Black
Frame: Black RAL 9005
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Full black
Nano UX

SPECIFICATIONS

Canopy: 2,5 x 2,5 m
Base: (B)  850 x (L) 850 x (H) 140 - including wheel set
Canopy: Marble
Frame: Papyrus White RAL 9016

Architecture
Nano UX
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The Paraflex UX Full Black is based on our standard Paraflex wall mounted 
collection. The holder is lacquered in black and in combination with the 
black canopy, the parasol matches perfectly with black windows, railings 
or furniture. The classic wall mounted parasol in a modern style.

UX COLLECTION

Paraflex UX
SPECIFICATIONS

Canopy: 2,3 x 2,3 m
Canopy: Black
Frame: Black RAL 9005

Full Black
Paraflex UX

U
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Sand

UX Collection

Versa UX  —   Canopy: 3 x 3 m | Base: (B) 912 x (L) 912 x (H) 190

Infi na UX  —  Canopy: 2,5 x 2,5 m | Base: (B) 730 x (L) 730 x (H) 120

Nano UX  —  Canopy: 2,5 x 2,5 m | Base: (B)  850 x (L) 850 x (H) 140

Parafl ex UX —  Canopy: 2,3 x 2,3 m

Full Black

Full Black

Sand

Architecture

Full Black

Architecture

The Umbrosa UX collection currently consists of 8 unique parasols. The parasols 
are only available in the combination as shown here. Would you like a diff erent 
colour? Feel free to check out the standard collection on our website.

Full Black



Umbrosa NV - Beversesteenweg 565b, 8800 Roeselare - +32 51 30 22 60 - info@umbrosa.com

umbrosa.com

An original idea makes design distinctive 
but function makes it work.


